Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the week of June 10th. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of June 10th (As of 6.10.13)

Of Note This Week:

Specials
SURREAL ESTATE- Monday, June 10th
DC CUPCAKES: GET TANKED- Friday, June 14th
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: GRANDDUGGAR MAKES 3!- Sunday, June 16th

Extended Episodes
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: BEYOND THE READ- Sunday, June 16th
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW: UNVEILED- Friday, June 14th

Series Premiere
MY TEEN IS PREGNANT AND SO AM I - Tuesday, June 11th
MY TEEN IS PREGNANT AND SO AM I is an emotionally compelling journey chronicling the highs and lows experienced by four families whose lives are changed forever when mothers and their teenage daughters are unexpectedly pregnant at the same time.

Monday, June 10th

9:00 PM ET/PT
CAKE BOSS #4- REBUILDS & RAW FISH
Buddy and his team are making a cake to raise money for hurricane relief in Hoboken, that is if they can spell everything right on the cake! Later, Buddy makes a sushi boat cake for a local Japanese restaurant.

9:30 PM ET/PT
CAKE BOSS #5- SEEING DOUBLE
Buddy and the family work around the clock to open their new Carlo's Bakery in Ridgewood, New Jersey! But with a new team to train and a blizzard on the way, will Buddy be able to open his doors in time. Plus, two identical twins request a birthday cake.

10:00 PM ET/PT
SURREAL ESTATE
In this one-hour special, viewers will meet enthusiastic homebuyers in search of one-of-a-kind properties that appeals to their own highly unique tastes. With the help of their savvy realtors, buyers will take a look at an array of different properties - such as a house in the shape of a Pyramid, a converted missile silo, and a home whose interiors are loosely based off of a Dr. Seuss adventure. But it doesn’t take long for both realtor and buyer to realize that finding the perfect place to call home isn’t always as easy as it seems.

Tuesday, June 11th
9:00 PM ET/PT
**FAMILY S.O.S. WITH JO FROST #2- HE'S SCARED OF YOU... ALL THE CHILDREN ARE**
With an impatient dad, a mom who feels like a single parent and a son in trouble with the law - the Campos family is in distress. Mom will leave dad if he can’t step up and Jo must force him to see the consequences of his actions on the entire family.

10:00 PM ET/PT
**MY TEEN IS PREGNANT AND SO AM I #1- LIKE MOTHER, LIKE DAUGHTER**
Meet four mothers and their teenage daughters who have one thing in common… all are pregnant at the same time. It’s an emotional battlefield as they struggle to prepare for the long journey ahead that will change their lives forever.

**Wednesday, June 12th**

7:00PM ET/PT
**THE GOOD BUY GIRLS #6- HEELS & DECEPTION**
Brook and Tara hold an open call at DSN, hoping to find a hot, new product to sell on air. But when Art doesn’t go for their pitch, the girls refuse to take no for an answer. Later, Grant and Marlene team up to create their own jewelry line.

7:30PM ET/PT
**THE GOOD BUY GIRLS #7- SAVING FACE**
Brook and Tara get a tip on a new make-up product that they are dying to sell on air. But when the girls pitch the product to the team, they are not as convinced. Later, Marlene’s mysterious absence leaves the DSN staff wondering what she is really up to.

9:00 PM ET/PT
**TODDLERS & TIARAS #2- CALIFORNIA TROPIC: SUGAR & SPICE**
Distracted Bailey, 3 goes up against Daddy’s girl Riley, 4 and Kelsie, 1 who gets a mayonnaise treatment on her hair. This pageant is explosive as one mother is banned!

10:00 PM ET/PT
**TODDLERS & TIARAS #5 - UNIVERSAL ROYALTY: GALAXY QUEEN**
4 year-old Katlyn’s family prays for pageant success. Ava, 3 and her mom channel spirits. For Iyslah, 7, it is her first glitz pageant. At the Queen of the Galaxy pageant, see if any spiritual guidance or beginners luck helps win the Ultimate Grand Supreme.

**Thursday, June 13th**

9:00PM ET/PT
**FOUR WEDDINGS #32 - ...AND A SUPERDOME**
Bling Queen Tamika exchanges vows at the New Orleans Superdome, while old soul Megan marries outdoors on a Louisiana plantation. Hairstylist Karen decorates her cake to match the layers of her dress and Diva bride Michelle wants everything purple.

10:00PM ET/PT
**FOUR WEDDINGS #4 - ...AND A KISSING CODFISH**
Crafty bride Kelly creates firefly-themed nuptials and Leeandra goes all out for her opulent Indian wedding. Zoe’s day starts with a traditional Jewish Ketubah signing; while Katie’s family gets her husband to kiss a codfish!

**Friday, June 14th**
DC CUPCAKES: GET TANKED
In this one-hour long special, Sophie and Katherine are invited to the Army’s annual birthday bash and aim big to create a cupcake gift for the occasion, an enormous one-ton cupcake tank, complete with a functioning cupcake cannon!

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW: UNVEILED #5- A BLOGGER’S BRIDAL BLISS
EXTENDED- Bridgette is a popular bridal blogger, whose gown must impress! Mom would love her to wear the dress and coat she married Bridgette’s late father in. With behind-the-scenes facts and tweets, get the "Unveiled" experience into Bridgette’s ultimate choice.

SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW: UNVEILED #6- DAD’S BRIDE AND JOY
EXTENDED-Med student Gina wants to look and feel perfect on her wedding day. Dad suggests she wear a modest heirloom but Gina craves modern options. With behind-the-scenes facts, tips, and tweets, get the "Unveiled" experience of SBSN into Gina’s ultimate dilemma.

RANDY TO THE RESCUE #1- DENVER
Bride Traci is considering “baring it all” on her wedding day; self-conscious bride Angela hopes Randy can help her find a dress that covers her scar, and Kellie looks for a gown that will honor her Native American heritage and impress her daughter.

I FOUND THE GOWN #15- WHAT THE BRIDE WANTS
Fashionista Michelle struggles to find the perfect dress. Meanwhile, moms throw their weight around as fashion-clueless Amanda flounders in a sea of dresses and Erin seeks a gown fit for a woodland princess.

DATELINE: REAL LIFE MYSTERIES #7 - DEADLY CONSPIRACY
When family man Jack Jesse is murdered in his Orange County home, police can’t pin down any suspects. It is not until a dedicated detective, a story told at a bar, and a police made mouse trap are all put together that the perpetrators are finally caught.

DATELINE: REAL LIFE MYSTERIES #14 - SECRETS IN THE MIST
No episode description available at this time.

LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: BEYOND THE READ #12- GIRLS NIGHT IN
EXTENDED- Theresa hasn’t seen her friends in a while so she decides to invite them over for a girls’ night. But since the medium doesn’t drink, she calls upon her son to take her shopping for liquor. Plus, a man hears an incredible message from his dad.
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM: BEYOND THE READ #11- SPIRIT ON THE SLOPES
EXTENDED: When Larry Jr. entices his family to go skiing, Theresa becomes more concerned about how she looks than how she skis. And a woman in a private reading is amazed at the details that Theresa brings up about her deceased son.

8:00 PM ET/PT
19 KIDS AND COUNTING: GRANDDUGGAR MAKES 3!
After months of anticipation, the Duggars' special delivery is about to arrive... a new grandson! And when Anna goes into labor, the pressure is on. This is Anna's first time not delivering a baby at home but instead at her midwife's house -- more than an hour away. Will the birth go as planned, or will baby #3 make an unexpected entrance? Luckily, Jill and Jana will be there to help her every step of the way. While they wait to meet their new son, Josh, Anna, Mackynzie and Michael head to Washington, D.C. to start looking forward their new home. Can they navigate this bustling city or will they get lost in the shuffle?

9:00 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #9- BOUFFANTS AND BINGO
After a Bingo game where Theresa once again freaks her dad out, the medium does a group reading to help with one of the town's local organizations. Later, three kids hear incredible messages in one of the most powerful readings that Theresa has ever done.

9:30 PM ET/PT
LONG ISLAND MEDIUM #10- PINCUSHION
To help her husband quit smoking, Theresa takes Larry for acupuncture. However, upon arrival Larry immediately insists on his wife joining him on the journey. And, a woman and her daughter are utterly spooked by the noises occurring in their house.

10:00 PM ET/PT
BREAKING AMISH BRAVE NEW WORLD # 6- FORBIDDEN FRUIT
A surprise modeling gig in Miami offers Kate an escape from the others, or so she thinks. Katie Ann has a surprise of her own in store for Mary and a big decision about her future. Jeremiah discovers footage of Kate that leaves everyone in shock.